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In this issue of ISNI News

Welcome to the latest edition of ISNI News! It’s spring here in the UK and the season brings 
with it a sense of hope for the future, which we at the ISNI International Agency (ISNI-IA) 
are looking forward to sharing with you.

As you may be aware, 2021 marks the tenth anniversary of the ISNI standard and to 
celebrate, we’re delighted to be holding the �rst-ever International ISNI Information 
Day. You can �nd out more about this event – which will be taking place virtually in 
September 2021 – within this newsletter. We very much hope that you’ll join us to celebrate 
ISNI’s progress and global adoption to date, and to toast the health of the standard for years 
to come.

Also in this issue, we’ll provide an update on the latest ISNI news and developments, 
including an overview of the ongoing ISNI pseudonyms consultation; an update on the 
ISNI Music Consultation Group’s work on embargos and ISNI’s alignment with DDEX; a 
report on the adoption of ISNIs by UKB libraries in The Netherlands; and the potential 
for deploying ISNIs within the copyright and intellectual property sectors.

We will also report on the latest ISNI services, including the launch of the British Library’s 
new, state-of-the-art portal for ISNI assignment; updating the canonical form for ISNI 
URIs; best practice for ISNI batch handling; and the possible introduction of a new API 
for updating existing ISNI records.

Furthermore, in the �nal section of this newsletter, we’ll be delighted to acquaint you with 
ISNI-IA’s latest communication initiatives – including our brand-new mailing list and 
social media pages.

We hope you enjoy this newsletter. If you have any feedback on this latest edition, or 
suggestions for future editions (including information about any upcoming projects and/or 
developments that your organisation is undertaking), please get in touch. Your input would 
be warmly welcomed and may be included in future editions!

Alaina-Marie Bassett 
Communications Manager, ISNI International Agency
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Join us for our tenth anniversary celebration

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the International Standard Name Identi�er (ISNI)
– a standard embraced by multiple professional communities over the past decade, and
which is now one of the most trusted sources of identi�cation and disambiguation for
public identities (including individuals and organisations) worldwide.

To celebrate this milestone, we’re holding a virtual ISNI Information Day: you and your
colleagues are invited!

The online event will take place in September 2021, and will provide an overview of the ISNI
standard to date, including its origins and history, progress and growth in various sectors over
the past decade, and its many achievements – including, most notably, its ever-growing,
global adoption.

Further information about this event, including the date and our speakers, will be
announced over the coming weeks. Stay informed by joining our new mailing list or
following our dedicated event hashtag #ISNI2021 on Twitter.

Whether you work within the library sector, music industry, publishing industry or rights
management, you won’t want to miss this event!
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ISNI news and developments

What’s in a name? – ISNI-IA’s pseudonyms consultation

In recent months, the ISNI Quality Team has compiled an assignment policy document 
relating to best practice for the handling of pseudonyms and name and identity changes in 
the ISNI standard. This policy document is largely based on dialogue and consultation on 
preferred practice within the music industry, coordinated by the International Federation of 
Phonographic Industries (IFPI) and the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) 
with specialist input from the ISNI Quality Team. It seeks to clarify how ISNI works in 
practice to assign identi�ers to the public identities of parties. The document details various 
examples showing how data from different sources have been handled on load to the ISNI 
assignment system, and sets out principles for disambiguation where different data sources 
have taken differing approaches to establishing one or more public identities for a given party.

The policy document is now under review by both the ISNI Music and Libraries 
Consultation Groups. Input is further invited from all ISNI members and Registration 
Agencies, either via one of the groups noted above or by emailing info@isni.org.

Handle with care – music industry data embargos

Listening to users is an important part of running an international standard and, although 
ISNI started out with a strong focus on text authors because of its early connection to the 
library community, music has become an important sector. The ISNI Music Consultation 
Group now has a strong group of experts from across the industry and beyond. It has 
representation from record labels and their associations, music publishers, digital music service 
providers, artist managers and companies, along with the traditional heartland of librarians.

One of the issues discussed recently is how to assign an ISNI without the world �nding out 
about a new artist before the press release reaches the wires. There’s a general expectation that 
artists will in future get themselves an ISNI assigned at the start of their careers when there’s 
little sensitivity about their name getting into the spotlight. After all, if the height of your 
creative activity is playing a Friday night set in a local bar, you’re not going to get the attention 
of investigative journalists. But there is the issue of what’s been called the ‘Traveling Wilburys 
problem’ – when a group of established artists come together to form a supergroup and the 
launch could be jeopardised if the name became public too soon. ISNI is working on this, 
hoping to allow an ISNI number to be reserved but kept con�dential until the launch date. In 
this way materials can be prepared with a guaranteed ISNI but the nosy (if diligent) members 
of the fourth estate will not be able to �nd it until the appointed day.

In addition, ISNI is working to align its operations, where appropriate, with Digital Data 
Exchange (DDEX) – which has become the lifeblood of data transfer in the music ecosystem. 
DDEX has been working on techniques for communicating information about recording 
artists, some writers and other creative participants in music. These allow an ISNI to be carried 
alongside each creator’s name so that it is uniquely speci�ed, and no confusion can result. 
ISNI is also looking at ways in which we might align the data practices with those of DDEX to 
the bene�t of both organisations.

The ISNI Music Consultation Group continues to meet regularly. Organisations that believe they 
should be represented can reach the chair, Paul Jessop, via info@isni.org.

Making waves in the Netherlands

We’re delighted to report that – over the course of the past eighteen months – there has been a 
signi�cant uptake of the ISNI standard in The Netherlands, with 11 university libraries 
becoming ISNI-IA Members under an arrangement orchestrated by SURF, the collaborative 
organisation for IT and Content in Dutch education and research.

These so-called ‘UKB’ libraries have made considerable strides implementing ISNIs in their 
cataloguing and identity-management work over the past year, enhancing existing records 
within the ISNI database and delivering new ISNI records for their catalogues. Petra Otten, 
Project Manager, WMS Coordinator and Team Leader of Metadata, Documentation & 
Acquisitions at Wageningen University and Research Library stated: “Since the introduction 
of the ISNI standard to Dutch university libraries in Spring 2020, eight universities have 
assigned a total of 11,449 ISNIs to their researchers. They started the process by assigning 
ISNIs to the most recent publications in their repositories, and are now working their way 
through their earlier publications. Furthermore, I’m delighted to report that three additional 
universities are now setting up their work�ows and will start assigning ISNIs soon.”

Along the way, the libraries have collaborated to create comprehensive documentation and 
training materials to assist in the rollout. A three-year agreement is in place with ISNI-IA 
(from 2020 to 2022), demonstrating SURF and the libraries’ dedication and ongoing 
commitment to the ISNI standard. We look forward to reporting more on the libraries' 
experiences as they develop.

The UKB libraries participating via this consortium arrangement include the following 
institutions:

They were recently joined in this venture by the Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen, 
whilst independently the KB (the Royal Library of The Netherlands) is also an ISNI 
Registration Agency of some years’ standing.

Find out more about SURF and the work that it does via its website.

ISNIs and intellectual property management

Interest continues to mount in the use of ISNIs for identifying creative parties beyond text-
based domains. Alongside the attention shown by the music industry, recent enquiries have
indicated that ISNIs could also have an important role to play in intellectual property
management and in supporting copyright. During April 2021, Chair of the ISNI-IA’s Board,
Michael Healy and Executive Director, Tim Devenport were invited to contribute to a
workshop on Registration of Copyright, organized by Anna Vuopala from the Finnish
Ministry of Education and Culture. Healy led panel discussions while Devenport spoke
about Party Identi�cation: How ISNI Serves Creative Ecosystems. Later the same month
Devenport also spoke about ISNI to the Plenary Session of DDEX, the body that creates and
maintains standards in the recorded music industry (as mentioned above).
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Spotlight on ISNI services

BL portal

In April 2021, we announced the launch of the British Library’s ISNI portal – a new online,
all-in-one service and state-of-the-art tool for ISNI assignment, discovery and record
maintenance. Commenting on the launch, the BL’s Identi�er Development & Operations
Manager, Emma Rogoz said “I am so pleased that we are now able to o�er this service to
users to enable them to register new ISNIs and add data to their own ISNI records. We have
been introducing new users to the service over the last few weeks and they have found it easy
to use. Of course, the great advantage is that they can now add data to their own records
without having to send in a request to the BL team to do it for them. This service has given
users much more control over their own data and gives us the opportunity to liaise with users
regarding more complex queries about their data.”

The portal o�ers three services for ISNI users:

1. a registration service for the assignment of ISNIs;
2. a search and discovery function for �nding and viewing existing ISNI records via the

ISNI database; and
3. a review function which enables ISNI users to recommend additions or corrections to

existing ISNI records.

Read the full article on the portal’s launch here, or visit the portal itself at isni.bl.uk/.

Ensure you stay informed about the latest ISNI news by joining our mailing list, visiting the News
section of our website, or following our dedicated hashtags on social media: #ISNInews and
#ISNInewsflash.
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Operational updates

New canonical form for ISNI URIs

As part of a recent security review and the migration of the ISNI website to a more trusted
https environment, we have revisited the preferred format for representing ISNI identi�ers.
The canonical ISNI URI now incorporates the change from http to https so that all ISNI
URIs are now of the pattern https://isni.org/isni/ID, where ID is the 16-digit ISNI (without
any spaces) – for example https://isni.org/isni/000000012124423X

The new format can be seen when searching the ISNI database:

The system will interpret incoming http requests and redirect them to the corresponding 
https protocol, but we encourage ISNI users to migrate (when possible) to the secure 
protocol in specifying their own data and requests.

ISNI batch handling quality procedures

This is one for the data specialists amongst our readership! ISNI users may already know that 
we maintain a variety of mechanisms for loading information and interacting with the ISNI 
database. One technique that can be useful for submitting and matching large, existing data 
sets is ‘batch loading’, whereby data can be delivered in either XML or CSV formats as 
outlined in technical documentation on the ISNI website.

Because we aim to maximize the quality of the data on which the ISNI standard’s operations 
rely, a set of procedures has been developed to allow for, amongst other things, tight control 
over the process, pre-loading into a test environment and, where appropriate, sampling by the 
ISNI Quality Team. These steps have recently been described in detail in a new document, 
Batch Handling Quality Procedures, which is also available from the ISNI website. Do 
check it out if you are considering submitting a batch load to the ISNI database in the near 
future.

API modification of existing ISNI records

Where process automation and near real-time operation are at a premium, Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) are usually the mechanism of choice. ISNI maintains APIs 
for both search and ISNI assignment functions – the former is supported by the SRU 
Search API and the latter by the AtomPub assignment request API.

In response to requests and encouragement from our membership, ISNI is starting to explore 
the feasibility of a third such mechanism, namely an API to support the modi�cation of 
metadata associated with existing ISNI records. This work is at a preliminary stage but if 
your organization would be interested in such a route or you have ideas or suggestions to 
contribute, please do contact the ISNI Technical Advisory Committee via info@isni.org.
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Spreading the word

Join the new ISNI mailing list

ISNI-IA has launched a new, online mailing list which is open to ISNI Members, Registration 
Agencies, Direct Data Contributors and non-members alike. It’s free to join and registration 
should take no longer than 2 minutes to complete so there really is nothing stopping you!

This new list will be our de�nitive mailing list from now onward – meaning that only those 
who register (using the following link) will receive news and communications from the ISNI 
International Agency in future. Whether you were on our former mailing list, or you are new 
to receiving ISNI communications, we would encourage you to register if you’d like to stay 
informed about the ISNI standard and our forthcoming event!

To join, register here.

Please feel free to circulate this link to any of your colleagues or business partners who you 
believe might be interested in joining our mailing list and �nding out about ISNI.

Follow us on social media

An important part of ISNI-IA’s mission is to disseminate information about the ISNI 
standard worldwide – but we can’t do it alone. There have been some changes taking place 
behind the scenes at  ISNI-IA over the past three months or so, and we’re delighted to report 
that ISNI-IA is now on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Please do follow us, like our 
company pages and encourage others to do the same (whether internally to your organisation 
or externally). Help spread the word about ISNIs and the progress we’re making together.

For further details, contact

Tim Devenport, Executive Director, ISNI-IA
c ⁄o EDItEUR 
United House, North Road 
London N7 9DP 
UK

ISNI: 0000 0004 5913 7837 
E-mail: tim@editeur.org or info@isni.org
Phone: +44 20 7503 6418
Twitter: @isni_ID

Privacy policy

ISNI’s privacy policy, together with descriptions of related policies on data and data quality,
can be reviewed via the Resources section of the ISNI website. If you no longer wish to
receive updates on ISNI’s activities via ISNI News, or if your contact details need updating,
then please let us know (via info@isni.org).
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